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Part-5

CHAPTER 1

A. 1. b 2. b 3. a 4. d 5. a
B. 1. T 2. T 3. F 4. T 5. T
C. 1. All the animals were worried because it was hard to survive due to

heavy snowfall.
2. Rainbow Crow was chosen to go to the Creator as he was the most

beautiful of all the birds with shimmering feathers of rainbow hues
and an enchanting singing voice.

3. The Creator was impressed by the sweet voice of crow. Crow asked
the Creator to thin the snow, so that the animals on earth would not
die.

4. When the crow flew towards Earth, his tail caught fire as he flew
past the sun, turning his feathers black. And when he flew through
the clouds, the smoke got into his throat, strangling his beautiful
voice. In this way, the crow’s beauty got destroyed.

The Creator blessed the crow with shiny feathers.
D. 1. debating 2. buffeted 3. Creator 4. shimmering    5. hot

CHAPTER 2

A. 1. c 2. a 3. a 4. b 5. a
B. 1. T 2. F 3. T 4. F 5. T 6. F
C. 1. e 2. d 3. a 4. b 5. c
D. 1. Horse-riding.

2. The traitors should be hanged till death.
3. Rani Laxmibai died in a fierce battle at Gwalior.
4. The British soldiers attacked the state of Jhansi.
5. Britishers.

E. 1. soldier 2. Varanasi 3. minister 4. two 5. Gwalior

CHAPTER 3

A. 1. b 2. b 3. b 4. c
B. 1. T 2. F 3. F 4. T
C. 1. Vikrant’s problem was that Ghansham claimed a loan of rupees ten

thousand which he (Vikrant) had never borrowed.
2. The role of the mirror was important in this story. It was placed to

show the loan amount.
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3. Pradhan gave the right decision with the help of the mirror.
4. Yes, the decision given by the panchayat was right. As the loan was

given in dream (in fiction), in the same manner loan was returned in
fiction by showing the cash in mirror.

5. The moral of the story is that ‘Right decision always yields good
results’.

D. 1. village 2. dream 3. Pradhan 4. ashamed

CHAPTER 4

A. 1. c 2. a 3. d 4. d
B. 1. T 2. T 3. F 4. F
C. 1. During recess, Sumit opened Ranjan’s bag, took out his pencil box

and kept it inside his own bag.
2. Ranjan was loved by all due to his kindness.
3. Ranjan was good at studies, obedient to his parents and more intel-

ligent than other boys of his age. He was kind too.
4. Ranjan got a nice pencil box as a gift from his parents.
5. We should never be jealous of others.

D. 1. jealous 2. misbehaved 3. loved 4. good

CHAPTER 5

A. 1. a 2. b 3. d 4. d
B. 1. F 2. F 3. T 4. T
C. 1. Mrs. Khanna was the right person for Neel because she was teaching

him good manners alongwith his Maths tuition.
2. Neel’s father observed that Neel’s behaviour had changed in a posi-

tive manner.
3. Mrs. Khanna frowned because Neel put a big piece of cake in his

mouth and slipped it down his throat quickly.
4. Neel snatched the phone from his mother’s hand and swallowed a

big piece of cake. This shows that he was a bad mannered boy.
D. 1. happy 2. father 3. mathematics 4. Mrs. Khanna

CHAPTER 6

A. 1. c 2. a 3. c
B. 1. T 2. T 3. F 4. T
C. 1. Jesus Christs last words were, ‘‘Father, forgive them for they do not

know what they do’’.
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2. Androcles was a slave from Rome. When the lion saw him, he

started wagging his tail.
3. Mercy means ultimate victory over our enemies.

D. 1. ornament 2. lion’s 3. victory 4. forgive

CHAPTER 7

A. 1. d 2. c 3. c
B. 1. T 2. T 3. F 4. F
C. 1. The blacksmith wanted to become a knight and win the hand of the

princess.
2. The king announced to grant half of his kingdom to someone be-

cause the king wanted to get rid of the dragon.
3. The princess requested to knight the blacksmith for a day.
4. The blacksmith found a beehive on the road which he picked up and

put it back on the tree. To repay his kindness, the bees stunged the
dragon and in this way helped him.

D. 1. child 2. dragon 3. stool 4. knights

CHAPTER 8

A. 1. a 2. b 3. c 4. a
B. 1. T 2. T 3. F 4. T
C. 1. The two friends met a bear on their way.

2. The other friend fell on the ground because he had heard that bears
don’t touch a dead body.

3. The bear left the other friend because the other friend pretended to
be dead and bears don’t touch a dead body.

4. When the bear went away, the second friend asked him what was the
bear whispering in his ear.

5. He replied that the bear gave him an advice not to trust a friend who
leaves you alone at the time of trouble.

6. Never leave your friends in lurch.
D. 1. ground 2. bear 3. tree 4. dead 5. two friends

CHAPTER 9

A. 1. a 2. b 3. b 4. c 5. d
B. 1. T 2. T 3. F 4. T 5. F
C. 1. He blamed the king and his staff for his pain.

2. No, he didn’t. He decided to follow a different path.
3. We learnt that we should not blame other people for our problems

and take the initiative to solve them ourselves.
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4. The king was not happy because his citizens were very lazy.
5. He wanted to make his people aware towards being hardworking

and shun laziness.
D. 1. removed 2. angry 3. ordered 4. not 5. rewarded

CHAPTER 10

A. 1. a 2. b 3. a 4. a 5. d
B. 1. T 2. T 3. F 4. F
C. 1. Nandu gave very good fodder and other necessary eatables to Heera.

2. Heera was purchased by Nandu’s grandfather.
3. Heera had been grazing in the nearby garbage dump for the whole

day and thus became sick.
4. Throwing wastes in the open area.

D. 1. Anita 2. Raipur 3. Heera 4. doctor

CHAPTER 11

A. 1. d 2. c 3. c 4. c
B. 1. T 2. F 3. T 4. T
C. 1. When Rahul’s friends listened to his dream they made fun of him

and laughed at his thought.
2. Rahul’s father suggested him to remain focused on his dream and

worked hard.
3. Rahul started studying very seriously and always kept his target in

mind to fulfil his dream.
D. 1. hurt 2. hard work       3. determination 4. astronaut

CHAPTER 12

A. 1. a 2. a 3. b 4. a
B. 1. T 2. F 3. T 4. T 5. F
C. 1. A monk.

2. The abbot refused to reclaim the lost property in order to save the
monk from the charge of theft or any other trouble.

3. The monk changed his decision because he realized the power of
love showed to him by the abbot.

4. Egypt
5. Anastasias

D. 1. theft 2. sell 3. touched 4. Egypt


